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DIRECTING A LEAGUE STUDY 
 
JOB DESCRIPTION:  LOCAL PROGRAM STUDY DIRECTOR 
 
OBJECTIVES: To direct study on a local League program.  (Program directors dealing with 
state and national issues see page 5). 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. Form a resource committee. 
2. Make a plan for the study to present to the board for approval. 
3. Direct balanced committee research, pulling the information together and planning its 

use. 
4. Inform members through bulletin articles, website, list serves and meetings. 
5. Plan and conduct membership meetings to determine consensus. 
6. Be aware of public relations opportunities and advise and assist public relations director 

as needed. 
 

****************************************** 
 
WHAT IS LOCAL PROGRAM? 
Adopted at the local League annual meeting, local program consists of those board issues the 
membership support for action based on local positions and  as well as  new studies adopted. 
 
Responsibility for choosing and adopting a local study, for conducting studies of local issues, for 
reaching positions on local issues (consensus) and for taking action to influence public policy in 
furtherance of those positions lies with the local League and its board. 
 
Program and action gives the League visibility.  It attracts new members.  It increases respect 
and support for the League.  An active local program is the single most important characteristic 
of a strong local League. 
 
CHOOSING LOCAL STUDIES 
The board recommends new studies but the decision is the members'.  The higher the 
participation  of the members in the process, the more "grassroots" involvement there is in all 
stages of program, from adoption to study to action. 
 
A program planning meeting held 3-4 months before your annual meeting is the opportunity for 
members to push their program interests.  (State or national program planning, as appropriate, 
can be considered in the same meeting.) 
 
Where do study ideas come from? 
• interests of individual members 
• program committees 
• board members 
• previous studies 
• community 



 

 

• other Leagues 
• observers at local government meetings 

If you haven't had a new local study item for a while, consider holding a "focus group" to 
brainstorm with some community leaders, or meet with ordinary citizens to learn what's most on 
their mind. 
 
Using this input, the board recommends a new study to the members through the bulletin in time 
to meet the bylaws requirements for notice.  (Some Leagues year after year propose challenging 
new studies, or a restudy of a support position that is based on dated information, in order to 
attract new members.) 

 
In proposing a new study, the board needs to consider: 
• Is government action needed? 
• Does the issue fall within League principles? 
• Is it a problem local government can solve? 
• Is the timing right? 
• Is there enough member interest? 
• Is effective citizen action foreseeable? 

 
The wording of the issue should be general enough to allow some flexibility but to indicate as 
clearly as possible the issues’ content and the scope of the work to be undertaken.  It is often 
helpful to use the following format in presenting the proposed new study to the members: 
 
 Study of          
 Justification: 
 
The problem; the current situation (law) (regulation); the change contemplated; who could effect 
change (the local government, agency, etc.) 
 Outlook for work: 
 What you are going to do and when. 
 
At the annual meeting the members consider the proposed study.  (In the mailing of the proposed 
program, including any new studies, many local League boards include information on non-
recommended studies which can also be considered by the members provided bylaw provisions 
are followed.)  At the meeting the wording of an item may be amended but the intent or scope of 
the study may not be changed. 
 
Current local program issues the League wishes to retain must also be adopted at the annual 
meeting.  It is recommended that Leagues include in their by-laws a provision to enable the 
adoption of emergency programs in addition to those approved at their annual meeting. 
 
THE STUDY 
Based on the study proposal and the discussion at annual meeting, the resource/program 
committee and the board agree on the outlook for work and a timetable for completing the study, 
on keeping the membership informed through bulletin, website, list serves, articles on 
membership meetings, the consensus process and deadline.  The board appoints a chair to direct 



 

 

the study.  The chair should preferably be a board member.  (Otherwise communication puts too 
great a burden on the president.) 
 
One of the reasons for the political effectiveness of the League is its reputation for thorough 
study.  The committee must decide what, where and how to gather information.  All sides of any 
issue should be explored.  Lack of bias is essential.  The study material must include all sides 
of the issue both pro and con. 
 
Opportunities may surface to work with other groups.  (See "Guidelines for Working with 
Coalitions" in this section.)  Networking with other Leagues doing similar studies may be 
possible. 
 
Keep the board informed.  Ask the board for help and direction when you need it.  Keep 
membership informed through articles in the bulletin and informative meetings. 
 
PRESENTATION TO MEMBERS 
As pointed out in League Basics (In League) (LWVUS), while the resource committee members 
will "often become expert on issues, they should remember that materials prepared for League 
members should focus on the information they need to make decision as informed citizens, not as 
experts or specialists in the field.  Sometimes a bibliography, accompanied by a fact sheet with 
provocative questions, may be all that's needed." 
 
Public meetings with a speaker and a workshop for in depth examination of an aspect of a topic 
may be held during the course of the study.  But, depending on the size of the League, general 
membership meetings or discussion units are most suitable for achieving or reaching consensus. 
 
Members need information in order to arrive at a position.  It is up to the board to decide the 
approach and to approve the consensus questions

 

.  The questions should be carefully planned so 
that they will elicit responses that will serve as a basis for action and provide clear policy 
guidance from the membership without unduly restricting practical future action.  Consensus 
questions should be distributed to the members in advance. 

CONSENSUS 
A discussion outline should be prepared

 

.  Some Leagues run unit meetings staffed by a 
coordinator, discussion leader and a recorder.  In those Leagues the discussion leader would meet 
ahead of time with the resource committee to be briefed on the issue and to understand the 
meeting plan.  Other Leagues have meetings, unit or general, conducted by the resource/program 
committee. 

The members need to understand the process and the purpose of the meetings(s).  Agreements 
reached during the meeting should be made clear.  The board may decide to supplement the 
meeting(s) with a bulletin tear-off, telephone calls or other means to obtain greater participation. 
 
After the meeting the committee should analyze member opinion and prepare a consensus 
statement for presentation to the board.  The board determines whether consensus exists and 
approves the consensus statement.  (See "Consensus" and "Concurrence" in this section.) 



 

 

 
STATE AND NATIONAL PROGRAM/LOCAL PROGRAM 
Study and action under state and national program are handled by a local League under the 
direction of the state and national Leagues. 
 
Local Leagues may also undertake a local study under a state or national position.  It would be 
handled in the same manner as a local study with two important differences: 
 

1. There is no need for a formal program proposal and adoption at the annual meeting.  
However, discussion and agreement to undertake the study is appropriate at a general or 
annual meeting because the decision will require a major effort and membership 
involvement to do the study and to take action based on the results. 

2. When considering a local study on a state or national position, look carefully at the 
appropriate Impact on Issues (issued every two years by the state and national Leagues) 
for background on existing items.  A local program position may not conflict with a state 
or national program position

 
, and must fall within its parameters.   

Within these limitations, the study should proceed along the same lines as any local study.  
Assistance in planning and carrying out the study is available from both state and national 
directors. 
 

• League Basics (In League) (LWVUS):  An essential tool for League leaders.  
http://www.lwv.org/AM/Template.cfm 
Impact on Issues:  A Leader's Guide to National Program: The basic resource on national 
League positions.  

RESOURCES 

• Successful Meetings 
http://www.lwv.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Presidents&CONTENTID=9775&TEM
PLATE=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm 

 
 



 

 

CONSENSUS 
 
Consensus, or membership understanding and agreement, is the basis of the grassroots character 
and effectiveness of the League of Women Voters.  The League is a study and

 

 action 
organization.  Therefore it is important to have a clear expression of member views to determine 
what action to take.  Consensus-taking is a complex procedure at the local, regional, state and 
national levels; it is puzzling to new members and challenging to experienced leaders. 

WHAT IS CONSENSUS? 
As noted in League Basics (In League), " The American Heritage Dictionary defines consensus 
as 'collective opinion or concord; general agreement or accord.'  In the League 'consensus' is used 
(1) interchangeably with 'member agreement' to refer to the overall decision making process . . . 
by which a League board determines that there is substantial agreement among members on an 
issue, and (2) to refer to a specific technique

 

 used traditionally in the League to discuss and 
arrive at conclusions on issues . . ." 

"Consensus/group discussion is the technique most often used in the League for reaching 
member agreement.  It is a process whereby members participate in a group discussion of an 
issue.  The 'consensus' reached by members through group discussion is not a simple majority, 
nor is it unanimity; rather it is the overall 'sense of the group' as expressed through the exchange 
of ideas and opinions." 
 
PREPARATION FOR THE MEETING 
Extensive member participation at consensus meetings must be an overriding goal.  It is also 
important that members be as well informed as possible.  General information meetings during 
the course of the study, fact sheets and bulletin articles can interest members in the subject and 
increase their understanding of the issues involved.  
 
The resource committee is responsible for preparing or adapting the discussion outline for the 
meeting.  This outline will determine whether the meeting is interesting to those in attendance 
and whether consensus is, in fact, reached.  In its preparation the resource committee should be 
guided by the advice of a discussion or unit leader who can view the outline from the members' 
point of view.  The carefully planned agenda will have two unequal parts - a brief presentation of 
background material by the resource committee followed by the consensus discussion.  An 
important objective is to limit the resource material that will be presented to what the group 
needs to know

 

 for informed decision-making.  The bulk of the time must be reserved for 
discussion because it is the members who reach consensus, not the resource committee.  
Suggested time slots for all parts of the meeting are a valuable tool for the discussion leader. 

Consensus questions and discussion questions are not identical nor do they serve the same 
purpose.  Consensus questions are intended to identify specific areas of agreement among 
members as a basis for action; discussion questions provide the background which helps clarify 
member thinking on the subject.  They may bring out philosophical differences or raise new 
implications.  Discussion questions permit various points of view to be aired.  The discussion 
outline for the consensus meeting should include both types of questions in order to develop and 
guide the discussion toward the intended goal:  consensus. 



 

 

 
THE DISCUSSION LEADER 
The most important prerequisite for a successful consensus meeting is a good discussion leader.  
Leaders must be trained to encourage all members to speak.  They must welcome all points of 
view—even unpopular ones.  They must be adept at making sure all the facts are presented and 
all pro and con arguments covered.  They must make sure all sides of the issue are examined.  
Familiarity with the subject under discussion is a necessity in order to recognize the requirements 
for balance and the essential points to be covered.  Leaders do not have to be members of the 
resource committee; a certain detachment can aid in carrying out the discussion-leading role but 
attendance at some resource committee meetings or special briefings is advisable so that the 
leaders can gain a basic understanding of the subject. 
 
A discussion leader must pace the meeting so that all questions can be covered.  Often, too much 
time is spent on the first question leaving inadequate time for the rest.  Knowing how to move 
the group along without cutting off discussion is important.  The leader should be attuned to 
repetition and recognize when arguments and opinions begin to be repetitive and nothing new is 
being said. 
As areas of agreement become apparent, the discussion leader should announce them so that the 
group can agree or disagree with the interpretation.  When a specific consensus question is 
answered, the leader should say, "We agree that . . . ."  In this way, members have a feeling of 
participation in the decision-making. 
 
THE RECORDER 
Having a recorder at a consensus meeting is imperative.  The recorder should also be familiar 
with the consensus process in advance.  Discussion leaders should be free to concentrate on their 
job without having to take notes or trust their memories.  They call upon the recorders to 
summarize the discussion and agreements periodically for purposes of clarification.  Recorders 
should limit their note-taking to the consensus questions or other areas of agreement that emerge.   
 
THE RESOURCE COMMITTEE 
The role of the resource committee at the consensus meeting is probably the most challenging.  
Its basic function is to supply the facts

 

, when asked, without taking over the discussion or forcing 
its opinions on others.  Varying, and even opposite, opinions based on the same facts are possible 
and valid.  Opinions based on fallacies, however, should be corrected.  The resource committee 
should not only give needed information but bring in pro and con arguments not covered and 
make sure all viewpoints are expressed.   

THE ABSENT MEMBER 
Can consensus be valid and representative when only, say, a quarter or even only a tenth of the 
membership participates?  Yes - when two conditions are met: 

1. If all members are given the opportunity to participate, and 
2. If the subject is discussed from all points of view with all pros and cons fully presented.  

The quality
 

 of the discussion is as important as the quantity. 

Adequate notice should be given of an upcoming meeting and its purpose.  An effort should be 
made to see that consensus meetings are held at convenient times and places.  Leagues should 



 

 

consider encouraging members to communicate their opinions in advance when they cannot 
attend the meetings. 
 
WHAT ABOUT POLLING? 
Polling has serious drawbacks as a tool for reaching member agreement.  Consensus includes a 
careful examination and discussion of all facts and opinions.  It is a meeting of minds after 
considering all shades of opinion.  A poll is a consensus based on individual opinion rather than 
group discussion.  It deprives the members of the opportunity of interacting with others in the 
process of shaping their views.  It has the further disadvantage of fixing previously-held ideas 
and polarizing positions.  This eliminates an important part of the program process and undercuts 
one of the strengths of the League - educating and informing its members. 
 
REACHING CONSENSUS 
Does the League ever take a vote at a consensus meeting?  Preferably not, because consensus is 
not based upon a simple majority.  Most of the time the sense of the meeting can be determined 
from the discussion, but this becomes difficult, if everyone does not participate.  It becomes 
almost impossible if many are silent.  The discussion leader may say "Are there others who feel 
this way?" or "Am I correct in saying that we agree that . . . ." This will usually produce a 
response.  If there is uncertainty, a show of hands may clarify whether there is substantial 
minority opinion, and thus consensus is lacking. 
 
CAN IT BE DONE AT ONE MEETING? 
Yes, but before solutions can be agreed upon, a full understanding and discussion of the 
problems must be undertaken.  As much background information as possible should be provided.  
Some subjects require more information than others and, therefore, require more time. 
Consensus is never really

 

 reached at a single meeting; it is merely formalized there.  Members at 
a consensus meeting bring with them a knowledge of government, their own basic philosophy, 
knowledge of past League studies on related subjects, and a backlog of information gathered 
from newspapers, TV and other mass media. 

THE BOARD 
Determining whether there is consensus is the responsibility of the local board.  The board 
should be presented with recommendations

 

 for a consensus report by the resource committee 
and/or unit and discussion leaders.  It should also receive a full report of the meeting(s) in order 
to evaluate the recommended report.  What were the answers to the consensus questions?  Was 
there enthusiasm for these answers or opposition, doubt or hesitancy to come to a conclusion?  
What other areas of agreement were reached?  The minority as well as the majority view must be 
considered.  The board also considers the number of members participating and the effectiveness 
of the discussion. 

There may be a problem when consensus is taken at several unit meetings within one League.  
How does the board reconcile the reports if they differ?  To do this it considers membership as a 
whole, not the individual units.  Substantial agreement must be found among the members.  This 
may be arrived at by adding the minority opinion in some units to the majority in others.  If there 
is still a question, the board may decide to call a general meeting to determine if there are areas 



 

 

of agreement.  A fuller discussion of all the pros and cons and all divergent viewpoints may 
result in a broader understanding of the problem and a clearer agreement on solutions. 
 
WHEN A CONSENSUS CONCERNS A REGIONAL, STATE OR NATIONAL MATTER 
When participating in a regional, state or national League consensus, it is important that the local 
League communicate as much as possible about the local conclusion to the appropriate board.  
This includes not only describing the consensus but evaluating its strength and the degree to 
which it represents the membership. 
 
Sometimes a consensus question may be answered with one word, but often additional comments 
are needed to clarify the position.  The accuracy of the final consensus depends upon good 
reporting on the part of the local League.  Responses should be concise and direct, but there 
should also be enough elaboration to guide the reader in determining precisely what views are 
being expressed.   
 
It is also important to include conclusions which may have come up as a by-product of the 
discussion, not necessarily as a direct response to a question.  If several Leagues arrive at the 
same spontaneous reaction, it is a strong indication of its significance to members and merits 
inclusion in a final position. 
 
In the rush to meet a deadline take the time to remember that the information being provided 
forms the basis of League position and can make a real difference in its formulation. 
 
Finally, it is important that Leagues refrain from announcing their local consensus results (in 
bulletins or press releases) since their conclusions will become an integral part of a carefully 
worded statement based on the reports of all participating Leagues.  It is that

 

 statement which 
then becomes newsworthy.  Also premature announcement of the local League's consensus 
results may confuse both the public and local members if the final statewide or national 
consensus differs from that of the local League. 

CONCURRENCE 
 
Concurrence, the act of agreeing with a statement of position, is one method of determining 
membership understanding and agreement as a basis for League action.  
 
The use of concurrence on any issue is decided by the appropriate League board on the basis of 
the nature of the subject, the time available for decision-making and the resources or interest 
present in the League for research. The board sets guidelines for the process, particularly those 
relating to who will be asked to concur, with whom and how. For example, the board of a local 
League might ask its members to concur with a position statement arrived at by the League's 
resource committee or by the board itself. The request for concurrence could be presented at a 
meeting or by telephone or by written questionnaire. 
 
Concurrence can involve the local League in a limited study to evaluate a statement of position 
or it can depend on generally available community knowledge to stand behind a decision. Local 
Leagues receive factual background information which describes both sides of the issue, a 



 

 

statement of position, and an outline of the reasoning that led to that position  Leagues could 
evaluate the analysis and concur or not concur with the position as stated. Local League boards 
could decide how to involve their general memberships in the process. In advance of receiving 
responses, the  sets concurrence guidelines. 
 
Another concurrence process is one in which easily understandable general statements are 
offered to Leagues for their evaluation. Source material can be chiefly information available 
from the general media and from everyday life, as well as League Publications. Again, each 
League can decide on how to measure concurrence. 

 
C considerations that could lead to the use of concurrence 

The issue in question has been well-studied by many Leagues and position are similar. 
 
The issue is easily understood by the membership and new research would be redundant. 
 
The issue is closely related to other League items, and positions could be transferred or 
broadened if membership understanding and agreement exist. 
 
The issue is vital to one group of Leagues but peripheral to others. 
 
Whether concurrence or the more structured consensus process is used to seek a League position, 
the same questions must be answered in the end, "Is there member understanding?  "Is there 
member agreement?" 

 
STATE CONSENSUS/CONCURRENCE GUIDELINES & POLICIES 

 
General Principles 
It is the responsibility of the local League board to determine whether or not the local League has 
reached consensus/concurrence and what that consensus/concurrence is. 
 
The percentage of participating local Leagues, as well as the number of members represented by 
those Leagues determines the degree of agreement necessary to achieve a valid consensus or 
concurrence. Also, a valid consensus/concurrence should represent a fair geographic distribution. 
 
Criteria for declaring a valid consensus/concurrence: 

1. At least one-third of the local Leagues in NYS participate. 
2. The participating Leagues represent three out of four designated geographic areas: 

Region I, Region II, Region III and Region IV. 
3. Within each geographic area, at least 20% of that area's local Leagues. 

 
Degree of agreement required: 

1. A valid consensus/concurrence is dependent on agreement of 2/3 of the local Leagues 
participating. 

2. Any question or part thereof which does not clearly reach this level of agreement is 
considered a "no consensus/concurrence" area for further League action. 

 



 

 

CONSENSUS/CONCURRENCE POLICIES 
 
If two or more Leagues meet together for consensus or concurrence, each local board must 
submit its own consensus/concurrence to the state or national office. Resource committee 
members participate only in the consensus/concurrence of their own local League.  Non League 
members may not participate in a consensus/concurrence discussion. Individual MALs and 
individual members of MAL units may participate in any one local League's 
consensus/concurrence. On the reporting form, notation should be made of how many MALs 
participated. MALs will be sent study material and consensus/concurrence forms only on 
request. They shall be counted as a single unit if the lower of 10% or 5 individual MALs 
respond. The form will contain a line to identify MAL respondents. 
 
(Revised by LWVNYS board 3/2008) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TIPS FOR DISCUSSION LEADERS 
 

1.  Help create the right atmosphere 
a. Be relaxed and friendly, pleasant and informal.  Be tactful!!!  Show your interest 

by listening impartially to every opinion expressed.  Be sure the group 
understands they are to exchange ideas freely, that every opinion is solicited and 
welcomed. 

b.   Make sure everyone is comfortable, sitting in a circle or semi-circle and has been 
introduced.  Use name tags when necessary. 

 c.   See that the leaders (discussion, resource, recorder) are part of the group, not 
apart.  Make sure they can been seen and heard by everyone and vice versa. 

2.  Have a plan to get discussion started 
a.   Before beginning, repeating if necessary, make sure everyone is aware of the 

focus and scope of the discussion.  Clearly define the issues to be discussed and 
underline by indicating related areas that will not be taken up. 

b.   Start discussion off with a provocative, carefully prepared kickoff question which 
calls for opinions, not facts, and stems directly from the introduction and leads to 
the first area to be discussed.  Beware of questions that can be answered with a 
simple "yes" or "no". 

c.   Do not be afraid to wait a short time to allow the group to mobilize its thoughts.  
If there is no response after a reasonable length of time, rephrase the question, but 
do not use a different question.  Do not call on people directly unless you are 
quite sure they have background on the question and would be willing to speak. 



 

 

3.  Keep the discussion moving 
a.   Using the questions carefully prepared in the discussion outline, help the group to 

move from point to point.  Remember to ask, not answer the questions.  Refrain 
from injecting your own point of view into the discussion.  Be prepared to bring 
out a point of view that is not represented. 

b.   Be sensitive to the group.  Know your outline, but be flexible and don't insist on 
sticking slavishly to any plan.  Try to see that all points in the outline are covered 
at some time.  If the group disagrees, point it out.  Usually this is all that is needed 
to bring the group back to the subject. 

c.   If the members start repeating themselves, stop and recap in order to focus the 
discussion and crystallize thinking.  This will help the group to move on. 

d.   When agreement is reached in any area, or the reasons for conflicting opinions 
emerge, stop to summarize.  This will give the group a feeling of accomplishment. 

e.   If the group gets hopelessly bogged down on any point, ask resource leader to 
provide additional information which may help to clarify the issue, or help the 
group to distinguish facts from feelings.  If points of view cannot be reconciled, 
summarize both and move on. 

f.   Remember, the secret of keeping discussion moving is to recognize when the 
group is ready to move on.  Lingering too long will strangle discussion with 
boredom; moving ahead too fast will strangle discussion with frustration. 

4.  Be alert to problem situations 
a.   Over participants.  See that no one holds the floor too long or too often.  Refuse to 

be awed by the "dominant" person, the "expert."  Call for another opinion from 
the group or resource leader.  Help the "repeaters" by summarizing quickly the 
point they are making to the group.  They repeat to make sure their views have 
come across and this will reassure them.  Help the insecure "ramblers" to feel they 
have a place in the group.  Sometimes a small assignment will help.  Ask the 
"tangent" persons to relate their off-the-point comments to the discussion or throw 
out a question quickly to bring discussion back on the track.  If the "story tellers" 
go on long or off the subject, warmly suggest that the yarn be saved for after the 
meeting. 

b.   Shy ones.  Try to draw them out with a simple question when they indicate they 
are ready to contribute something--they will probably not speak up unless called 
on.  On the other hand, remember that it is not mandatory for each person to 
verbalize at every meeting.  If shy people feel more comfortable remaining silent, 
leave them alone.  A simple "I can see by Jane's nod that she agrees with us" will 
recognize her non-verbal participation. 

c.   Side conversations.  Can be handled by asking those conversing aside to share 
their thoughts with the group.  If there is a general restlessness, the group may 
either be bored, in which case you need to help the group move on, or frustrated, 
and need more information or clarification. 

d.   Missing facts.  If the group members do not have the answer to a question 
(including resource leader), don't let them worry about it.  Assign someone to 
bring it back to the next meeting.  

5.  End the meeting ON TIME! 
a.   Ask recorder to give a brief summary. 



 

 

b.   Make sure the group agrees with the summary.  Ask for a show of hands to ratify 
conclusions if there is any doubt. 

6.  Help prepare the written report 
a.   Together with the resource leader, units chair, and recorder, take a few minutes at 

the close of the meeting to expand on the results of the meeting; assess extent of 
participation; whether the group was stimulated and interested or bored; whether 
people felt competent and comfortable in speaking on the topic, or inadequate to 
participate. 

b.   Note number of attendees; number of active participants; any leading of the group 
by a particularly strong or vocal individual(s). 

 
 
 
 



 

 

DIRECTING LEAGUE PROGRAM 
 
JOB DESCRIPTION:  PROGRAM ITEM (ISSUES) DIRECTOR 
 
OBJECTIVES: To lead activities associated with a specific program area. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. Be familiar with national, state, and local program positions (and where appropriate, 
those of inter-League organizations).  State and national program positions can be found 
in Impact on Issues (LWVUS) and Impact on Issues in New York State. 

2. Review all files on your item.  Subscribe to newsletters and magazines with information 
in your program area.  Read all information about your item in state and national 
publications. 

3. With board approval, represent the LWV on committees/organizations in your program 
area.  Report to your board any pertinent information. 

4. Form a committee.  New members make an excellent source for committee members. 
5. Formulate action which may be taken in this area on behalf of the League.  Coordinate 

with the public relations director, the action director and the state League off board 
specialist for the appropriate area. 

6. Understand the necessary channels to follow before action is taken or statements made.  
(See "Speaking with One Voice:  Guide to Local League Action" in this section of In 
League in New York State.) 

7. Monitor your item at all appropriate levels of government. 
8. Assess current item position in order to recommend further areas for study.  Conduct 

study and consensus meetings as directed by the board.  (See "Directing a League Study" 
in this section of In League in New York State.) 

9. Coordinate and assist other Leagues in your area. 
10. Maintain files and prepare a year end report. 

                                                          
************************************* 

 
Program and action are the heart of the League.  Most members join the League to affect change, 
to influence public policy.  The program item director is the person responsible for helping to 
affect change. 
 
When taking action, remember these points: 

1. Action may be taken under national, state, inter-League organization positions as well as 
under our own local positions. 

2.  No local position may be adopted or action taken which is in opposition to program 
positions of other levels of the League.  However, a local League may choose to remain 
silent. 

3. Action on positions of other levels of the League must be cleared with the appropriate 
person at that level. 

4. Statements, letters, and action calls must be brought before the board for approval.  Your 
League should have a policy for deciding the type of action to be taken on an emergency 



 

 

action call.  All written communications should be signed by the president and the item 
chair. 

5. Coalitions must be approved by the board (see "Guidelines for Coalitions" in this section 
of In League in New York State.) 

 
 
 

DIRECTING LEAGUE ACTION ON ISSUES 
 
JOB DESCRIPTION:  ACTION DIRECTOR 
 
OBJECTIVES: To oversee and coordinate the action activities of the local League. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 

1. Assist the board in establishing annual local action priorities. 
2. Be familiar with and up-to-date on local, state, and national League program positions 

and action priorities. 
3. Coordinate League action, advise and assist program item directors and public relations 

director and state League off board specialists as needed.  Make sure that appropriate 
board approvals are obtained and that members understand and agree with positions 
taken.  (Review "Speaking with One Voice:  A Guide to Local League Action" in this 
section in In League in New York State.) 

4. Direct local response to state and national League action requests.  Report to state and 
national Leagues the action taken and replies received. 

5. Maintain contact with your state and national legislators and officials.  Arrange and 
document periodic lobby visits with state and national legislators.  Inform state and 
national Leagues of their positions on items. 

6. Inform and involve members in action activities. 
7. Maintain files on action taken and replies received. 

                                                        
**************************************** 

 
"Action is agitating, organizing, educating, pleading, and persuading" - said Carrie Chapman 
Catt, a leader of the women's suffrage movement and founder of the League of Women Voters.  
Action is whatever the League does to influence government officials to implement the League's 
program goals.  Action is sending emails , writing letters, visiting public officials, mobilizing 
public support and testifying at hearings. 
 
In every League, one person needs to be responsible for coordinating the League's action 
activities.  This could be an action director, an overall program director, or it may be the 
president.  Coordination is needed in order to avoid duplicate requests to public officials and to 
make sure that League efforts are not so fragmented that they become ineffective. 
 
In all action activities, it is vital that appropriate board approvals are obtained and that League 
members understand and support the League's position and the proposed action.  It is equally 
important that appropriate procedures for taking action at the state and national levels be 



 

 

followed and that the state and national Leagues are kept informed of action taken and responses 
received. 
 
SETTING ACTION PRIORITIES 
At each level of the League, the appropriate board of directors determines action priorities 
annually.  Priority issues should, of course, be based on League positions.  Other points to 
consider are:  impact the League can make, visibility, and member interest.  If your League has 
just completed a local study, the time is right for action.  Goals can be either long term or short 
term.  Be flexible—if your issue dies during the year, maybe there is another for which the time 
is right. 
 
DEVELOPING AN ACTION PLAN 

1. For each action priority a plan of action should be developed.  The plan should be divided 
into specific steps so that the board and those involved will be clear about what is 
required and how much time and work are involved. 

2. Decide who will direct the action - the action director?  Program item director?  Form a 
committee to help.  Often the study/resource committee members will be the nucleus, but 
others such as the public relations chair, the bulletin editor, and the publications chair 
should be included. 

3. Determining which strategies would be best for achieving the League's purposes.  Some 
possibilities are: 

a. lobbying officials 
b. testifying at hearings 
c. conducting a letter-writing or  
d. email campaign 
e. conducting a public forum or meetings 
f. preparing information and fact sheets 
g. writing letters to the editor, contributing to an Op-Ed piece and/or arranging for 

an editorial board meeting 
h. circulating petitions 
i. monitoring/observing 
j. organizing or joining coalitions 
k. informal surveys and polls 
l. developing a public display 
m. publishing an informational booklet 

4. Develop a plan for the strategies you have decided on:  e.g. a plan for contacting key 
public officials and mobilizing public support. 

5. Inform and involve members in your plan.  The earlier the involvement, the clearer the 
understanding, the stronger the commitment. 

6. Determine an action budget.  You may want to include the following items:  production 
and/or purchase of publications and other materials; reimbursement of volunteers' 
expenses; postage, telephone calls, and travel; fees for joining coalitions. 

7. Evaluate your campaign.  Some questions to ask yourself as you prepare your evaluation:  
was the issue really important to the community; was the timing right; was the League's 
approach the right one/ where did the League's support come from; who was opposed; 



 

 

was it a victory or defeat; was the coalition effective?  The evaluation will help in 
planning future action efforts. 

 
MORE ABOUT STRATEGIES 
 
Contacting Public Officials 
Elected officials respond to their constituents.  In addition to official League contacts with 
legislators, involve members in both email and letter writing and making personal contacts. 
 

1. Letters

a. Use the legislator's correct name, title and address. 

:  A concise, well written letter will have the greatest impact.  When writing to 
elected officials, remember a few simple rules: 

b. Reference the bill number and the purpose of the legislation. 
c. State clearly what you are asking the legislator to do (vote for or against; appoint 

the rest of the commission, etc.) 
d. Localize if possible ("housing needs in our county are...") 
e. Give reasons why the issue should be addressed. 

2. Visit to Legislators

 

:  Remember that it is the firm policy of the League to contact only 
your own legislators.  Remember to coordinate with other local Leagues in your area that 
have the same legislator.  Further information on how to lobby can be obtained from the 
State Board Report, and from the state Legislative Director. 

1. When possible, 2 or 3 League members should be present for a given lobby visit.  One 
member should take notes. 

Lobbying Techniques 

2. Sign in and identify yourself at the legislator's office.  Be sure to indicate if you are a 
constituent. 

3. If the legislator is not available, ask to see a legislative aide.  It is best to call in advance 
to see if a meeting is possible.  If you do not have an appointment and cannot meet with 
your legislator, the aide is knowledgeable about the legislator's positions and will report 
your position.  If neither is immediately available, ask for an appointment later in the day 
or at a later time back in the home district. 

4. Be friendly and constructive.  This is crucial—no matter what you think of a person's 
record, no matter what he/she may say that discourages or angers you, hostility or threats 
will be counterproductive.  To make any impact, you must have an interested, receptive 
listener. 

5. Know your legislator or official.  Know his/her party, areas of interest, record in office, 
who and what he/she is influenced by. 

6. Know your issue.  Know the legislative process; know the facts on all sides of your issue; 
know the status of the issue.  Good, factual information, well-presented, is your strongest 
ally. 

7. Get your points across succinctly.  Legislators and officials are enormously busy; they 
will be more receptive to your ideas if you don't waste their time.  Don't let them duck the 
issue by changing the subject or bringing up irrelevant topics, or by monopolizing the 
interview.  Give them brief, easy-to-read literature (such as a memo) with important facts 
and arguments highlighted.  Don't issue too many memos—they will be ignored. 



 

 

8. Treat legislators, officials and staff courteously.  Always identify yourself immediately, 
since they see so many people it is difficult for them to place everyone immediately.  
Listen to their viewpoints; ask their advice.  They are all potential friends—if not on this 
issue, then on a future one. 

9. Concentrate on the positive.  Look for actions and issues on which you can commend the 
legislator.  Remember to thank him/her for their support or opposition to a measure on 
which you agreed.  When necessary, express your disagreements firmly, but politely.  
Don't get into protracted arguments.  We have something to say; we have a right to a 
portion of their time.  Leave on a friendly note—you might think of something later to 
change his/her position.  Respect off-the-record comments by keeping them confidential. 

10. Admit when you don't know something.  Find out the answers and get back to the 
legislator/staff person.  Be sure to follow up—this could be the reason for your next 
contact. 

11. Report all contact to your group.  Communications between all those working on an issue 
is vital.  Effective action is dependent upon putting together all the pieces. 

12. Work with other groups who support your issue.  Establish early rapport with other 
lobbyists, even those who may eventually disagree with you. 

 
REMEMBER: Effective techniques are based on the MERITS of the issue, on credibility (the 
truth), and on POLITICAL considerations.  Your legislator will offer support when he/she is for 
an issue, or if he/she is neutral
Reaching the Public 

. 

There is a demand for news.  Radio and television stations need to fill airtime and newspapers 
need to fill pages.  Contact your local media and offer to help fill airtime and pages with the 
League’s message.  Develop a working relationship with the media.  Working with the media in 
your efforts to inform citizens will also serve to enhance your League’s visibility.  The following 
suggestions may assist you in this effort. 

1. 
Format should include: Media Contact/Address (TO) 
Media releases 

a. LWV Contact/Title  (FROM) 
b. Date of Sending  (DATE) 
c. Date of Release  (RELEASE DATE) Usually 

this is immediately 
d. Subject   (SUBJECT – title of topic) 

 
Be concise and straightforward.  Releases should state who, what, when, where, and why.  
Send releases to all print media, radio and television stations in your area.  The League 
member listed as the contact should immediately prepare several sentences written for the 
ear and ready to deliver on the air.  Radio personnel frequently do telephone interviews 
after receiving a media release. When contacted for this purpose it is helpful to ask if this 
is being recorded. 

2. 
If your local paper(s) has not taken a position on the League issue, contact its editorial 
board to schedule a meeting with the editors.  Try to schedule a meeting when several 
members of the editorial board can meet with two or three League members.  When 
scheduling the meeting be certain to ask how long the editors are planning on meeting 

Editorial board meetings 



 

 

with you.  Prior to the meeting, League members should meet to determine the role each 
member will play and the specifics of the group’s presentation.  Remember the goal is to 
convince the editorial board to write an editorial supporting the League’s position

3. 

.  Try to 
anticipate the questions the editors may ask you and also prepare a packet of materials to 
leave with each editor.  During the meeting, your points should be made succinctly and 
include an explanation of how the League arrived at its position. 

Sometimes these formats are a more effective way to reach the public than a press 
release. A newspaper may, however, refuse to publish League letters if they are sent too 
frequently, even if they cover different issues. Guidelines for letters and op-ed pieces 
should be obtained from your local newspaper. Remember to ask your members to write 
individuals letters also. 

Letters to the editor and op-ed pieces 

4. 
a. Contact program directors of local radio and television stations to arrange an 

interview.  While the message will be the same as the one used for an editorial 
board meeting, the League member appearing will be presenting our position and 
trying to convince listeners to support the League's position on a given issue. 
Remember that you are speaking for the League and to be careful not to inject 
your personal opinions. It is best not to wear "two hats" when representing the 
League to the public. The following suggestions may help you prepare for and 
enjoy an interview: 

Radio and television appearances 

b. Select several key points you want to stress. They should be simple, powerful, and 
relevant.  

c. Listen to or watch the program to become familiar with the host's style. 
d. Ask for specifics regarding the format; length of interview, other guests, taped or 

live, and policy on call-ins. 
e. Send the producer an accurate description of your credentials, including the 

correct pronunciation of your name. 
f. Prepare answers to questions you anticipate the host may ask you. Effective 

answers should be brief, specific and in terms the audience will understand. 
Practice by writing out your answers and reading them out loud. Cut any 
irrelevant parts and delete parts you simply are not comfortable delivering. 

g. Arrive ten or fifteen minutes before the interview and if possible look around and 
become familiar with the setting. 

h. Once the interview begins, listen carefully to the interviewer's questions and seize 
the opportunities where you can reinforce your main points. 

i. Be conversational and avoid jargon. 
j. During commercial breaks do a mental rundown to make sure you are making 

your critical points. This is a good time to suggest to the host a specific area that 
you'd like to cover before the end of the interview. 

k. Question patterns and hints on how to handle them 
i. The " A" or "B" question -"Which is more important to the League -

campaign finance reform or the delegate selection process?" Answer, 
"They are both important and let me explain how they are related. " 

ii. The multiple questions -"If the voters approve holding a constitutional 
convention, will the League work to reform the delegate selection process 



 

 

before the election of delegates? And will the League continue to work to 
reform the budget process?" Do not be confused by the multiple question 
approach, or the fact that one question is not on the topic being discussed. 
Answer only one question at a time and make sure you specify which 
question you are answering at a given time. Answer, "I will start by 
answering your first question, yes the League will work to reform the 
delegate selection process before the election. In July the governor 
submitted a bill that would amend the election law to reform the delegate 
selection process (etc.). Now to your question regarding the League's work 
to reform the budget process. Yes we will continue to work for the timely 
presentation of a budget. We cannot be certain that a constitutional 
convention will bring the changes necessary to reform the state budget 
process. The League's position regarding this process was approved by the 
League board in 1993. (Then you might explain the League's position.)" 

iii. The open question -"Tell me about the League's campaign to defeat the 
constitutional convention ballot question." Try to anticipate open-ended 
questions you may be asked and prepare in advance. This type of question 
provides an opportunity to explain how League functions to promote 
responsible citizen participation in government. 

5. 
Discuss with local television and radio stations the possible use of PSAs to provide 
citizens with information. 

Public service announcements (PSAs) 

6. 
A cadre of well trained speakers on a variety of subjects can be a service to the 
community as well as a means to further the League cause and image.  Build interest by 
sending out a letter or brochure at the time that other groups make their program plans.  A 
phone call in late summer or early fall when ballot proposals are known will prompt more 
invitations.  During an action campaign, contact other groups and ask to speak at their 
meetings refer to the state League website at 

Speakers Bureau  

.lwvny.  for prepared speakers notes on 
specific topics 

7. 
It may be helpful to know the prevailing opinions about your action goal.  Surveys can be 
taken by mail or at shopping areas or fairs.  Questions should be carefully formulated and 
tabulated to ensure proper results.  The results will assist you in planning campaign 
strategy and give you interesting material to include in news releases and campaign 
material.  A word of caution:  scientifically valid surveys and polls are difficult to 
formulate and should be done by a professional. 

Informed Surveys   

8. 
As your action campaign gathers momentum and community interest, you will want to 
share information among supporters.  Open meetings can be used to communicate 
additional facts to enhance the effectiveness of the campaign. 

Public Meetings:   

 
Sometimes a League chooses to hold an open forum which presents both sides of an issue 
rather than one advocating the League's position.  (This format qualifies as an educational 
function and can be financed by tax deductible funds.)  It should be decided in advance 
whether to include a statement giving the League position as a point of information at the 

http://www.lwvny.org/�


 

 

meeting.  Be careful in selecting speakers so that they are balanced and the League 
viewpoint is effectively represented.  It is imperative that members be well informed 
beforehand about League position. 

 
 



 

 

GUIDELINES FOR JOINING/WORKING WITH COALITIONS 
(Updated March 2008) 

 
In deciding whether or not to join a coalition, the following things should be considered: 

1. Does the coalition have well-defined goals? 
2. Are the coalition goals the same as LWV goals? 
3. Are sufficient people and monetary resources available? 
4. Is this a League priority? 
5. Is the extent of League participation clear? 
6. Will the League's nonpartisan policy be compromised? 
7. Will the coalition enhance LWV visibility? 
8. Will the coalition be limited to the agreed upon issue(s)? 
9. Does the coalition leadership respect coalition goals and process? 
 

The League should be certain that all press releases, letters and other material circulated to the 
public by the coalition will be approved by the League representative to the coalition or the 
League president in advance of publication. 
 
Local Leagues joining coalitions on statewide issues must inform and get approval from the state 
board. 
 
Local League boards should review and approve the joining of statewide or local coalitions.  If 
the League is a member of an ILO, the local League should advise the other Leagues in the area 
of this desire to join the coalition. 

 
COALITION BUILDING 

(Updated March 2008) 
  
A coalition is a cooperative arrangement between two or more organizations united by a common position 
on a single
 

 issue. 

Why are coalitions useful? 
1. Non-governmental organizations (NGO’s) that work together can accomplish more with fewer 

resources.  
2. Money spent and a resource used by one group is augmented by the money and NGO of the other.  
3. The connections and relationships of each NGO are enhanced.  
4. By finding the right partner, an NGO can double its resources and work.   
 

What are the risks? 
1. Always be sure that a potential coalition partner is working towards the same goal  
 Read their bylaws and their mission statement. 
2. Be sure that your partner will bring your NGO real benefits.  Does the other group have a 

good reputation?  Many members?  Effective Leaders?  A sound budget?  A good 
communications network and PR? 

 
How do you build a coalition? 



 

 

1. Coalition building is not hard.  Meet with other groups and educate them about your 
organization.  

2. Find out everything about their organization, (structure, funding, history, mission, etc.) 
3. Main Steps:  

a. Identify potential partners (nearby local leagues, ILO’s in your area, American 
Association of University Women, NYPIRG, Common Cause, local colleges and 
universities, etc.) 

b. Educate them and yourself about the issues.  Go to each other’s meetings. 
c. Meet with your prospective partners and plan the program/project.  Be clear about 

your goals and mission. 
d. Activate your coalition by assigning tasks, responsibilities and cost sharing. 
e. Assign tasks and be clear about who is doing what?  Have deadlines.  It is a good 

idea to have co-chairs, one from each organization to be responsible for checking 
on their own people as to deadlines, completions, etc.  Sponsor public forums 
together.  Write a proposal for a joint project. 

 
Principles for successful coalitions: 
The purpose of the coalition must be clearly stated and widely understood.  Coalition partners must see 
each other on a regular basis and plan strategies, activities, or projects together.  Each member of a 
coalition must participate in a meaningful way.  Don’t just talk about it.  Do it!   
 
Testifying at Hearings 
Giving testimony at legislative hearings is an opportunity to represent the citizen point of view.  
Hearings are most commonly held to compile information about legislation in the planning stage.  
After legislation is passed and implemented, hearings might be held to gather facts about the 
impact of the law.  (Observing a hearing also is a valuable experience.) 
 

1. Before the Hearing
a. Locate the hearing through government websites, newspaper articles, legal 

notices, radio announcements.  Legislators may advise you of hearing dates if 
aware of your interest. 

: 

b. Know what local/state laws and ordinances pertain to the hearing subject. 
c. Know how the hearing subject relates to current League study and position. 
d. Know the rules of the body before which you will testify. 
e. Notify the hearing chair of your intention to testify.  Ask if there are time limits. 
f. Testimony given in the name of the local League must be approved by the local 

League president and if it has a statewide impact, must be approved by state 
League. 

g. Type your testimony.  You will probably be asked to provide a specific number of 
copies for the legislative body holding the hearing.  In addition, have enough 
copies to distribute to members of the press. 

h. Notify the state League prior to testifying before a state agency, commission or 
committee. 

2. At the Hearing
a. Identify yourself and your League. 

: 

b. Deliver a clear, concise statement.  Make it interesting. 



 

 

c. Do not be too technical.  Important technical data can be attached to your written 
statement. 

d. Give examples of the benefits that would result from the adoption of the League 
position and give alternatives to proposals with which the League disagrees. 

e. Anticipate questions that may be raised and be prepared to answer them.  Don't be 
afraid to say that you can't answer a particular question at the time.  Offer to 
supply the answer later. 

f. Thank the committee for listening. 
 

LOBBYING FOR OTHER LEVELS OF THE LEAGUE 
 
Local League lobbying support is vital for the implementation of program goals at the state, 
national and ILO levels.  Several times each year the state and national Leagues will issue action 
calls requesting that local Leagues take immediate action on a particular issue. 
 
The president is responsible for sending an official letter or taking the requested action on behalf 
of the League but the program item director, action director or another member may draft the 
letter for the president's signature.  The writer may co-sign the letter with the president.  A copy 
should be kept in the local League file and another copy sent to the state or national League.  A 
copy of the reply also should be sent to the state or national League if it contains information of 
interest or an indication of the attitude of the legislator.  Depending on the timing, League 
members may also be asked to lobby on the issue. 
 
The state Issues and Advocacy Committee and staff at the League's Albany office coordinate the 
lobbying efforts of the state League.  Directors from the state board coordinate the lobbying of 
legislators and their aides, analyze proposed legislation, and prepare the legislative memos. 
 
Local Leagues in all parts of the state can support these efforts by sending to the office any 
information they learn about their own legislators' positions on legislation which the League 
supports or opposes.  Copies of letters, testimony, etc., as well as responses received, should be 
included so that a full picture of League action in New York State can be developed. 

 
 

MANEUVERING AROUND THE CAPITOL  
How To Find The Information You Need 

 
1. 

• Public Information Office 
LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION 

• Bill Status:  1-800-342-9860, open 9 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays, all year; offers basic 
bill information and will mail copies of bills on request. 

• Bills, laws, and their histories are available on-line at 
http://public.leginfo.state.ny.us/menuf.cgi.  

a. Assembly 
• The Assembly’s homepage is http://assembly.state.ny.us/.  From there you 

can obtain information about Assembly members, bills and legislation, 
public hearing calendars, legislative reports, committee schedules, and 



 

 

information about commissions and task forces.  The list of Assembly 
Committee schedules and the bills to be considered in each meeting are 
listed as a sidebar to the bills and legislation section. 

• The Public Information Office in Room 202, Legislative Office Building, 
Albany, NY 12248, (518) 455-4218 is the place to go for copies of bills 
and their histories, voting records on the bills acted upon in the Assembly, 
attendance records of individual Assembly members, debate transcripts, 
Assembly and committee agendas, memoranda relating to specific leg-
islative proposals, annual reports of Assembly committees, salary records 
of Assembly employees, status of particular bills, and other information 
relating to the activities of the Assembly.  It is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Mon.-Fri.  You can review this information in the Public Information 
Office or obtain copies for 25¢ a page.  

 

b. Senate 
• The Senate homepage is www.senate.state.ny.us/. You may obtain the 

same information for the Senate that is available for the Assembly. 
c. Committee Schedules 

• Committee agendas and calendars for each chamber are reviewed by the 
vice president/ advocacy & issues by going to the Senate and Assembly 
websites to learn whether LWVNYS bills are to be discussed.  Agendas 
are usually issued weekly, on Friday or Monday.  Agendas are available at 
the Public Information Office, Room 202, Legislative Office Building 
(LOB) or Calendars are issued for each day of the session, usually the day 
before the session.  Lobbyists are expected to attend committee meetings 
and report to the legislative director and the Off-Board Specialist. 

d. Budget Bills 
• Budgetary material is available on-line once the Governor sends the 

Executive Budget to the Legislature, either through the Governor’s 
website, the Division of Budget website, or the Assembly and Senate 
websites.  A printed version is also available in the Capitol.  For your area 
of expertise, you should get the appropriations bill, the Article VII 
(program) bill, the policy overview, the agency presentation, the State’s 
five-year financial plan, and five-year capital program and financing plan. 

e. Budget Hearings 
• Once the budget is available, a list of hearings will be published.  If you 

wish to present testimony, get your name on the list by calling the number 
of the person in charge of the hearing.   

2. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
a. Administrative Regulations 

• Existing administrative regulations are available on-line at 
www.dos.state.ny.us/infor/nycrr.htm.  This is the on-line version of New 
York Codes, Rules, and Regulations (NYCRR), the compendium of 
administrative regulations, organized by agency. 



 

 

b. Proposed Regulations 
• The New York State Administrative Register is published weekly and is 

available on-line at www.dos.state.ny.us/info/register.htm.  Click on the 
year you wish to view, and click on the date of the Register you wish to 
view.  Proposed regulations are listed in the Action Pending Index.   

c. Administrative Hearings 
• The public is invited to submit written testimony in support of or 

opposition to proposed regulations.  In addition, public hearings may be 
held around the state, at which member of the public are invited to testify. 

•  
3. 

a. Agriculture and Markets 
Serves agricultural producers and the consuming public. Promotes agriculture 
through various industry and export development programs; enforces food safety 
laws.  

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES 

b. Audit and Control  
Maintains the State’s accounts; pays the State’s payrolls and bills; invests State 
funds; audits State agencies and local governments; and administers the State 
employee retirement system.  
 
 

c. Banking 
Primary regulator for State-licensed and State-chartered financial entities 
operating in New York, including: domestic banks, foreign agencies, branch and 
representative offices, savings institutions and trust companies, mortgage bankers 
and brokers, check cashers and money transmitters. Ensures the safe and sound 
conduct of these businesses, maintains public confidence in the banking system 
and protects the public interest as well as the interests of depositors, creditors and 
shareholders.  

d. Civil Service  
The central personnel agency for the Executive branch of State government. 
Provides the State of New York with a trained workforce; administers health, 
dental and insurance programs covering State employees and retirees as well as 
some local government employees; and provides technical services to the State’s 
102 municipal service agencies, covering approximately 392,000 local 
government employees.  

e. Correctional Services  
Operates facilities for the custody and rehabilitation of inmates.  

f. Economic Development  
Creates jobs and encourages economic prosperity by providing technical and 
financial assistance to businesses.  

g. Education  
Supervises all educational institutions in the State, operates certain educational 
and cultural institutions, certifies teachers and certifies/licenses 44 other 
professions. 

h. Environmental Conservation  



 

 

Administers programs designed to protect and improve the State’s natural 
resources.  

i. Executive 
There are numerous agencies within the Executive Department to accommodate 
governmental functions, including Budget and  divisions and offices that do not 
logically fit into the framework of the other departments, such as the Division of 
Veterans’ Affairs (which advises veterans on services, benefits and entitlements, 
and administers payments of bonuses and annuities to blind veterans) and the 
Office of General Services (which provides centralized data processing, 
construction, maintenance and design services as well as printing, transportation 
and communication systems).  

j. Family Assistance  
Promotes greater self-sufficiency by providing support services for needy families 
and adults that lead to self-reliance.  

k. Health 
Protects and promotes the health of New Yorkers through enforcement of public 
health and related laws, and assurance of quality health care delivery. 

l. Insurance 
Supervises and regulates all insurance business in New York State. Issues licenses 
to agents, brokers and consultants; conducts examinations of insurers; reviews 
complaints from policyholders; and approves corporate formations, mergers and 
consolidations. 

m. Labor  
Helps New York work by preparing individuals for jobs; administering 
unemployment insurance, disability benefits and workers’ compensation; and 
ensuring workplace safety.  

n. Law  
Protects the rights of New Yorkers; represents the State in legal matters; and 
prosecutes violations of State law.  

o. Mental Hygiene  
Provides services for individuals suffering from mental illness, developmental 
disabilities and/or substance abuse.  

p. Motor Vehicles  
Registers vehicles, licenses drivers and promotes highway safety. 

q. Public Service  
Ensures that all New Yorkers have access to reliable and low-cost utility services 
by promoting competition and reliability in utility services. 

r. State  
Known as the keeper of records, the Department of State issues business licenses, 
enforces building codes, provides technical assistance to local governments and 
administers fire prevention and control services.  

s. Taxation and Finance 
Collects taxes and administers the State’s tax laws.  

t. Transportation  
Coordinates and assists in the development and operation of highway, railroad, 
mass transit, port, waterway and aviation facilities. 

 



 

 

LEAGUE POSITION AND THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBER 
 

Some League members feel uncomfortable because they do not have all the facts to speak out in 
an all-out action campaign.  These members should be reminded that only the identified League 
spokesperson, usually the president, is responsible for getting the League position to the public.  
League members should be encouraged to express views individually and can share the 
information obtained as a result of the League's study. 
 
The following reminder about consensus and action which was included in the January 1980 
LWVUS Post Board Summary bears repeating:  "We hope that those of you who are steeped in 
the League program process are passing along the tradition:  Once a position is arrived at, that is 
the League position.  The relevant board determines when, where and how to apply the position 
thereafter.  It is the prerogative of a member to take no action or to take contrary action as an 
individual

 

.  A board has the first choice but not the second.  It may decide not to act, and 
communicate its reasons to the responsible board.  It may not decide to 'take consensus' on the 
position or the application, and it may not take contrary action." 

KEEPING RECORDS 
It is very useful to maintain files on individual legislators - their views on League issues, their 
fields of expertise and interest, contacts made, newsletters, etc.  In addition, records should be 
kept of all League action taken, including the following: 

1. Copies of statements, testimony, media releases. 
2. Details about and analysis of campaigns undertaken. 
3. File of officials involved in the issue.  (Who was on your side, who opposed, etc...) 
4. Newspaper accounts, legislative newsletters, reports of interviews and phone contacts, 

letters sent and received. 
5. File of organizations with names, addresses, common goals, dates and topics of any 

speeches by the League at their meetings. 
 

ACTION CALENDAR 
ALL YEAR  
• Respond to state and national action calls. 
• Keep members informed with background information and action updates, particularly on 

priority issues. 
• Encourage every-member action through bulletin articles, telephone chains, e-mail, Fax, 

mailing, etc. 
• Work with the public relations director in getting publicity for your League's action. 

 
SUMMER 
• Review action files.  Become familiar with positions and reference publications.  Order 

Impact on Issues from  LWVNYS  or download from the state League website at 
www.lwvny.org and Impact on Issues LWVUS at www.lwv.org if you do not have 
access to an up-to-date copy. 

• Plan calendar.  Try to anticipate focus for action on all levels and make preliminary 
plans. 

• Assist board in establishing local action priorities. 



 

 

• Determine plan for responding to action calls. 
 
FALL 
• Oversee campaign on ballot proposals. 

 
DEC/MAR  
• Organize state and federal lobby visits. 

 
FEB/MAR 
• Reevaluate action priorities. 

 
APRIL/MAY 
• Report to annual meeting. 

 

• Impact on Issues (LWVUS):  Program positions of the national League.   
RESOURCES 

• Impact on Issues in New York State:  Program positions of the state League.  
• Welcome to the League (LWVNYS):  Contains general information about the League.  
• Nonpartisan Political Policy Handbook (LWVUS) 
 



 

 

SPEAKING WITH ONE VOICE:  ACTION GUIDELINES FOR LOCAL 
LEAGUES 

 
ACTION NOT REQUIRING CONSULTATION 

1. Any action taken in response to an action request from the state or national League does 
not require any consultations.  As they say just do it and thanks.  These requests can be 
the form of Calls to Action or Action Alerts from state or national, or in the Voter 
articles, our state Grassroots Lobby Corps, and State Board Reports. 

2. Legislation on which the state League has already taken action.  Every State Board 
Report (SBR) contains a list of bills in the state legislature that the state League has taken 
action on; also these bill summary sheets are sent to the action network periodically.  You 
do not need to consult with anybody to contact your state legislator on any of the bills 
listed in these state action summaries. 

 
The National League

 

 is a bit stricter in keeping to its current Issues for Emphasis.  State and 
local Leagues wishing to take action on a national issue on which they have not received recent 
information from LWVUS should consult with the national office. 

ACTION REQUIRING CONSULTATION 
1. Action by a Local League at the Local Level – The decision to take action that will affect 

only your community rests with your local board.. 
2. Action that would affect more than one League requires consultation with the boards of 

the other League in the area involved.    
3. Action that would involve contact with state government officials (senators, assembly, 

the governor, etc.) where no action has been requested and no state action has been taken 
(bill is not on the bill summary sheet) requires consultation with the state issues 
committee or the state Issues and Advocacy Vice-President.  

4. Action that would involve contact with government official at the national level where no 
action has been requested by LWVUS requires consultation with the National office.  

 
No League may take action in opposition to a League position.  If your League disagrees with a 
position statement, you should remain silent. 
 

League members may contact their own representatives at the state and national levels and 
leadership in the legislature. 

Other Caveats 

 
Generally the president, or her designee speaks for the League.  The rest of us speak as 
constituents supporting this particular League position on this particular legislation. 
 
Local Leagues should send copies of all communication with state legislators to the state league; 
copies of communications with federal representatives should be sent to the national office. 
 
ALWAYS NOTIFY THE STATE LEAGUE AND THE NATIONAL LEAGUE 
CONCERNING CONTACTS WITH THE RESPECTIVE REPRESENTATIVES.  See 
guidelines for joining coalition. 



 

 

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR ACTION ON 
BALLOT ISSUES 

 
The NYS Election Law requires, under certain circumstances, that groups supporting or 
opposing ballot issues file disclosure forms similar to those filed by groups supporting 
candidates.  The requirements, as they apply to local Leagues, can be summarized as follows: 
 

• If a local League wishes to support or oppose a ballot issue and plans to spend less than 
$100, no filing is needed. 

• If income or expenditures will exceed $100 but will be less than $5,000, a political 
committee must be established and a form reporting all contributions must be filed with 
the local board of elections.  All expenditures and liabilities must also be reported. 

 
Therefore, if a local League wishes to take action on a ballot issue and plans to spend more than 
$100, it should form a political committee, naming a board member as treasurer and establishing 
a separate bank account.  The League itself is not the political committee.  The League can put, 
say, $200 (taken from regular funds) in the bank account to be spent on the ballot issue.  More 
money can be added at any time, and excess funds can be returned to the League at the end of the 
campaign. 
 
Keep complete records of dollars collected and spent.  Filing forms are available from the county 
board of elections or the clerk of the village, town or city involved.  An article mailed in a 
regularly mailed newsletter or bulletin is not considered a campaign expense. 
(Revised 2000) 

 
PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES FOR STATE AND LOCAL LEAGUE 

PARTICIPATION IN LEGAL ACTION 
 
A local or state League can litigate as a plaintiff or as an amicus curiae (friend of the court) in a 
wide variety of cases.  When any legal action is being considered and before any commitment is 
made, a local League must notify the New York State League board

 

 (policy adopted by the state 
League board 3/1/93).  Leagues should be aware that litigation is time consuming and expensive.  
Even if an attorney is willing to work without fee the question of what costs might be incurred 
and who will pay for them must be discussed prior to commitment. League members should be 
informed when any decision to take legal action has been made by a local or the state League 
board. 

The basis purpose of an amicus brief is to provide the court with special information, expertise or 
insight that it might not receive from the litigants.  In a legal sense it is nor meant to be a 
"lobbying" or a public relations technique where the more support registered the better.  
However, for practical purposes, organizations and agencies use this as a mechanism for 
showing support. 
 
If the League is asked to participate in legal action where others are taking the lead, these 
questions should be considered: 



 

 

1. Is this an organization or cause with which we wish to be associated?  What does it 
expect to accomplish through court action?  What other organizations or individuals are 
participating? 

 
2. Who will actually prepare the appropriate legal documents?  Who will make the 

argument, if any?  Be sure it is an attorney who can devote sufficient time and resources 
to do a reputable job.  Is the attorney familiar with the subject in question?  Has she/he 
access to resources necessary to understand the subject? 

3. What is the time frame?  Haste is the biggest obstacle. There should be time for: 
a. the League to see a preliminary draft and approve this substantive trend of the 

argument; 
b. the League's legal advisor to study and comment; 
c. approval of the final draft both by the League director or committee responsible 

and by the League's legal advisor. 
4. A written commitment should be given that nothing will be filed or published by the 

major litigant that the League has not seen and approved. 
 

OBSERVERS: THE EYES AND EARS OF THE LEAGUE 
 
Basic to effective League activity in a community is understanding how the local government 
works.  A local League observer is the eyes and ears of the League, learning how government 
works and about issues that are or may become items for local study and action.  Consistent 
League presence at these meetings can add to the League's visibility and credibility. 
 
The Open Meetings Law ensures "the right of all citizens to have advance notice of and to attend 
all meetings of public bodies at which any business affecting the public is discussed or acted 
upon, with certain limited exceptions to protect the public interest and preserve personal 
privacy."  Consistent with this purpose, the general requirement of the law is that "all meetings 
of public bodies shall be open to the public at all times." 
 
As an observer, you are exercising that recognized right to be present at any public meeting. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
To monitor governmental bodies for information of importance to the League and the 
community/state. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Attend assigned meetings, arriving promptly. 
2. Take notes/fill out observer form. 
3. Report to the board. 
4. Advise the board of opportunities for action on League positions 
 

PROCEDURES 
• The president can write a letter to the proper official introducing the observer(s).  The 

letter can also request copies of meeting agendas if they are available. 
• As a courtesy, observers should introduce themselves to the meeting chair. 



 

 

• Remember observers are there to observe
• Observers may ask questions for clarification, information or knowledge.  

.   
Keep an 

impartial attitude
• Observers may speak for the League only if authorized to do so.  Use written comments 

approved by board so you won't be misunderstood, and leave a copy for inclusion in 
minutes of meeting.  Have copies for distribution to the members of the board/agency and 
media. 

. 

• Take notes during meeting to help in preparing a report for the League Board. 



 

 

REPORTING 
1. 

a. Include the name of the board or agency, date, place and names of officials 
present and absent. 

FORMAL 

b. Describe the business, particularly those items pertinent to League program. 
c. Comment on the conduct of the meeting and standards used in reaching decisions.   
d. Include pertinent personal observations on attitude of participants, both the 

members of the board or agency and those in the audience. 
e. Remember to include the name of the observer(s). 
f. Attach the agenda and any news articles. 

2. INFORMAL
a. If the board/agency you are observing is acting according to established 

procedures, purposes and is reasonably covered in newspapers there may be no 
need for a formal report.  But, if the League has special concerns or an observer 
finds conduct questionable, a formal report should be done. 

: 

b. In either case, the board should receive regular reports that you have attended 
meetings. 

 
TECHNIQUES 
• Be familiar with League program.  Read state and national "Impact on Issues." 
• Understand the function and responsibilities of the board/agency being observed. 
• Know the names of the board or agency members and staff. 

 
Follow-up is most important

 

.  Be sure to write reports, if necessary and share information with 
the appropriate program item directors.   

Being an observer can be interesting and fun.  It puts the League on the inside, hearing decisions 
that will affect the community/state and the League. 
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